In this report we consider the evaluation of data-packet 
Introduction
The accurate prediction of average data delay in a multihop network is a notoriously difficult problem that has been extensively addressed in the literature [1, 2] . This problem is especially difficult for integrated voice/data networks in which the quantity of resources available for data traffic (channels in the case of wireline networks and transceivers in the case of wireless networks) depends on the current state of the voice traffic. Furthermore, for a wireless network, the difficulty is compounded by the interaction amongst the transmissions of neighboring nodes.
In this report we address the development of models for data-packet delay evaluation in multihop wireless integrated networks. A major obstacle to the development of accurate delay models has been the lack of an accurate characterization of the time-varying nature of voice traffic in such networks. Such a characterization is necessary because models based simply on the expected quantity of resources available for data, or even on the equilibrium distribution of the quantity of resources available for data, can be highly inaccurate. Based on a standard model for circuit-switched voice networks, our starting point is the use of the product-form solution to characterize the state of voice-call traffic. Although such models are normally used to characterize equilibrium, rather than time-varying, behavior, we show that the product-form solution can be used in a novel way to develop an approximate Markovian model that offers a practical and useful characterization of the voice occupancy of any link in the network, which in turn provides the time-varying "residual capacity" available for data, and hence serves as the basis for the evaluation of data-packet delay. We compare our model to one based on the wellknown reduced-load approximation, and find significant improvement in accuracy.
Earlier studies and their relation to this report
This report is part of our continuing study of voice/data integration in wireless networks, in which we have addressed several different aspects of design and performance analysis. Some of our most relevant publications are summarized below. For example, in [3] [4] [5] [6] we developed and evaluated the WIMA channel-access protocol for integrated networks. The Markovian system model developed for that protocol has served as the basis for the multidimensional Markovian model for system evolution in integrated wireless networks that we use in this report for data-packet delay evaluation. In [7] [8] [9] we addressed the problem of voice-call admission control in integrated wireless networks, taking into consideration the product-form of the equilibrium voice-call state that holds under reasonable modeling assumptions. We developed both a recursive search procedure and a descent-search technique to speed up the determination of the optimal admission-control policy. Our use of the product-form solution to characterize equilibrium behavior in those studies has served as the basis for its use in dynamic system models in the current report. Also of major significance are our studies of ordinal optimization methods for the determination of good admission-control policies in integrated wireless networks. In [10] [11] [12] [13] we demonstrated that crude analytical or simulation models with low complexity can provide nearly optimal performance, although the delay estimates they provide are typically poor. In the present report, we focus on the development of models for data-packet delay evaluation in integrated wireless networks. Portions of this work have been presented recently at IEEE INFOCOM'95 [14] . Many of our recent papers are available by anonymous ftp from mars.itd.nrl.navy.mil, in the directory "nrlpapers/code_5521/W.E.B.", or on the WWW at http://tang.itd.nrl.navy.mil/WEBindex.html.
Outline of the Report
In Section 2 we discuss our integrated voice/data multihop wireless network model, and address the differences between wireless and wired networks. In Section 3 we discuss issues in the development of delay models for integrated networks, including the need to characterize the time-varying behavior of the voice-call process (and hence the residual capacity) over individual network links. In Section 4 we develop our approximate "mini-product-form" model, which provides a three-dimensional first-order Markov chain description of the voice-call process in the system; this provides a considerable reduction in complexity over the exact Markov chain description. Then in Section 5 we demonstrate how the voice-call description can be reduced to an approximate one-dimensional first-order Markov chain, with little loss of accuracy, thus increasing significantly the size of the problems that can be handled with the mini-product-form network approach. In Section 6 we present performance results that demonstrate the accuracy of our models, and in Section 7 we present our conclusions.
Integrated wireless network model
In wireless networks it is possible to establish a link between a pair of neighboring nodes, provided that each has a transceiver available for this purpose. Thus, unlike the case of wired networks, the set of network links and their capacities is not determined a priori, but can adapt to changing traffic demands. This is a crucial difference that eventually forms the basis of what we propose in this report. We assume that each node has several transceivers, thereby permitting flexibility in link establishment, while, unfortunately, also complicating performance evaluation.
In this report we do not address the protocol issues that are associated with call setup or with link activation, but instead focus on the development of a mathematical system model that will serve as the basis for data-packet delay evaluation for a given protocol of link activation.
We consider multihop wireless networks in which circuit switching is used for voice traffic and packet switching is used for data traffic. After describing the voice and data traffic models, we address in more detail the special issues associated with performance evaluation in wireless networks.
Voice traffic
We consider multihop wireless networks in which voice-call service is provided by the establishment of a circuit over a predetermined path between the originator of a call and its destination node. This requires the commitment of a transceiver at every node along the path for the duration of the call. Let T i denote the number of transceivers at node i. We refer to calls that use circuit j (1 ≤ j ≤ J) as calls of type j; they arrive to circuit j according to a Poisson process with rate λ j V , and their lengths are exponentially distributed with parameter µ j V . The offered load to circuit j is then
/ . 1 The state of the system is described by the vector x = {x 1 , x 2 , …, x J }, where x j is the number of calls currently active on circuit j. This is a commonly used circuit-switched model for voice networks (see [8, 9, 15, 16] If we restrict the voice admission-control policy to the class of policies known as coordinate convex [17] , the Markovian nature of the voice traffic, coupled with its independence from data traffic, results in a product-form solution for the equilibrium voice state of the system [18, 19] . Coordinate-convex policies are a reasonable, easily implemented class of policies [8, 18] . Each such policy is specified in terms of the set of admissible states Ω; resources (transceivers) freed by completed calls are immediately available for use by new calls, ongoing calls do not get rerouted, and a new call is admitted if and only if the state to be entered is in the admissible region (otherwise, it is blocked and lost from the system). Although the optimal admission-control policy is not generally coordinate convex, it was demonstrated in [18, 19] for several example problems that the best coordinate-convex policy provides nearly optimal performance. The simplest example of a coordinate-convex policy is the example of an "uncontrolled" system, i.e., a network in which calls are admitted as long as resources are available to support them.
The equilibrium state probability π( . ) is given by
x Ω is the normalization constant associated with the admissible region Ω. For any coordinate-convex admission-control policy, it is straightforward (though possibly time consuming) to evaluate π(0), which in turn permits the evaluation of performance measures such as throughput and blocking probability.
Data traffic
Data traffic consists of single fixed-length packets with Poisson arrival statistics (at rate λ k d at queue k). At each node a separate queue is formed for packets intended for each of its neighbors. We consider only the single-hop data case, i.e., relaying is not addressed. 2 As in the case of voice traffic, a transceiver is needed at both the source and destination nodes throughout the duration of a data-packet transmittal. Voice traffic has priority over data traffic in the sense that the decision to accept a voice call depends only on the number of voice calls (of each type) currently in progress in the system, and is independent of the size of data queues. At any time instant, the transceivers not being used to support voice traffic are available to support data traffic. Thus, the network resources available for data depends on the voice-call statistics, and on the voice-call admission-control policy.
Data-packet delay evaluation considerations in wireless networks
The evaluation of data-packet delay is complicated by the flexible manner in which each node's transceivers are allocated to voice and data traffic in wireless networks. Let us consider two neighboring nodes a and b. Typically, at an arbitrary time instant, some of each node's transceivers will be supporting voice calls. The remainder are available for data as in the movable-boundary scheme that is commonly used for integrated multiplexing and multiple access [3, 20] . As a first step toward developing a delay model, we assume that any transceivers not occupied by voice traffic at nodes a and b are available to support data communication between these two nodes. We thus define the residual capacity C ab available for data on "link In general, not all of C ab will be available to support link (a,b), since some transceivers at nodes a or b may form links for data traffic with the node's other neighbors. Typically, a link activation [21] [22] [23] , frequency management, or other adaptive demand-based protocol is used to partition the use of the node's transceivers among all the links that the node may form with its neighbors; thus, in a data-only system, our link (a,b) would receive a certain fraction (say θ) of the maximum data rate that can be supported between nodes a and b. In the integrated network, one possible approach would be for link (a,b) to receive the same fraction θ of C ab . To avoid the need to specify a particular link-activation schedule, in this report we simply assume that the entire residual capacity of the nodes (measured in terms of transceivers) is available to each link of interest. It would be straightforward to apply our approach to a system operating under any particular link-activation scheme 3 by using this reinterpretation of residual capacity.
In Section 3.2 we discuss a crude model for delay based on the average residual capacity, and in Sections 4 and 5 we develop more-accurate models that take into account the time varying nature of the residual capacity.
On the development of delay models
Although performance measures such as voice blocking probability and throughput can In Section 3.1 we discuss an exact Markov model, which is impractical because of its dimensionality, but which serves as the basis for the approximate "mini-product-form" model that is the focus of this report. We then discuss a very crude M/D/1 approximation in Section 3.2, which provides remarkably accurate ordinal rankings of control policies, but poor estimates of actual delay.
An exact (but impractical) Markov model
In this section we outline the development of an exact Markov model for the numerical performance evaluation of integrated networks of the type described in Section 2. We make use of the assumption made in Section 2.3 that the entire residual capacity of any pair of nodes is available to the link that connects them. Although the data-packet delay over any link is independent of the data arrival process at any other link (because we are considering single-hop data traffic), the delay actually depends strongly on the time-varying residual capacity available for data, which is determined by the voice process throughout the network. Therefore, a characterization of the system state over the link of interest must incorporate the following quantities:
is the number of calls of type j that are in the system at time slot k. V(k) determines the total number of calls of all types that are present at each node at time slot k, and thus determines the residual capacity of any given link at time slot k.
R(k) = the number of data packets in queue at the link of interest at time slot k. 4 The duration of a time slot is the time required for a transceiver to transmit one fixed-length data packet (all transceivers transmit at the same rate).
The analysis of our integrated network is similar to that developed for the movableboundary Wireless Integrated Multiple Access (WIMA) protocol [3] , and can proceed, in principle, as follows. The behavior of the link of interest can be characterized by the Markov chain {R(k), V(k)}, which has transition probabilities Pr{R(k+1),
steady-state distribution of the system state can then be obtained by repeated iteration of the transition probability matrix until equilibrium is reached. In the numerical evaluation it is necessary to truncate the data-packet queue size (which is inherently unbounded) at a finite value, which should be chosen sufficiently large so that truncation effects on the resulting equilibrium probability distribution are negligible; no such truncation is needed for the voice-call process, which is finite because it is limited by the number of transceivers at the nodes or possibly by an admission-control policy. The expected data-packet delay at this link can be evaluated by determining the expected data-packet queue size in equilibrium. The numerical evaluation outlined here is repeated at each link for which expected delay values are desired. It is a complex and cumbersome evaluation, and is presented here just to sketch out the process by which an exact evaluation could be carried out if the size of the network were small.
To reduce the dimensionality of the transition-probability matrix (which may be prohibitively large), we observe as in [3] that the data traffic depends on the voice state, whereas voice is independent of data. Therefore, we have
The transition from R(k) to R (k+1) depends on V(k) (because V(k) determines the residual capacity), but not on V(k+1). The transition from V(k) to V(k+1) does not depend on R(k) or
R(k+1).
We observe that the transitions from slot k to slot k+1 can be modeled as a two-step process. Data transitions are considered first. Given Pr{R(k), V(k)}, we first determine Pr{R(k+1), V(k)}. The evolution of the data-packet process between slots k and k+1 can be described as follows:
where c(k) is the residual capacity of the link of interest in slot k (determined directly from V(k)),
is the number of data-packet arrivals in slot k (these packets cannot be transmitted before slot k+1), and [x] + = max{x, 0}. We assume that data-packet arrivals form a Bernoulli process with at most one packet per slot 5 with an arrival probability of λ d ; thus
Therefore, the data-packet transition probabilities (conditioned on the residual capacity) can be directly written as:
V(k)} is then determined as follows:
where T is the maximum residual-capacity value that the link of interest can have (namely the maximum of the number of transceivers at the two nodes forming this link).
Next, the voice transitions are considered. Given Pr{R(k+1), V(k)} we determine
Pr{R(k+1), V(k+1)}. Since the voice transitions are independent of the data traffic, the same transition probability matrix is used for all values of R(k+1). Thus, the following is evaluated:
where the summation is actually a J-dimensional summation over all possible voice states, which range from the empty voice state (v = 0) to voice states at the boundary of the admissible region (denoted loosely as V max ). The equilibrium distribution of the system state is determined by repeating this two-step iteration until convergence is achieved, i.e., until there is negligible change in the distribution. 6 Although this model is exact (except for the assumption that the entire residual capacity is available for the link of interest), its use is impractical because of the high dimensionality, which results from the need to model the J-dimensional voice state.
A quasi-static approximation
To reduce the complexity of this evaluation, it is possible to consider an approximate quasi-static model that exploits the fact that the voice-call process changes much more slowly than the data-packet process; e.g., in practical systems the voice-call duration may typically be several orders of magnitude greater than the data-packet time slot. First, we assume that V(k) is constant for all time. For each possible value of V(k) we can then determine the equilibrium distribution of R(k) by numerical iteration of the transition probability matrix corresponding to the value of residual capacity associated with V(k). From this equilibrium distribution we can determine the expected queue size, and hence expected delay, associated with each voice-call state V(k). Finally, we can average the distribution of R(k) over all possible values of V(k), whose distribution can be determined exactly by means of the product-form distribution without requiring the iterative approach discussed here. However, unless the instantaneous residual capacity in all voice states is greater than the offered data load, the resulting expected delay will be infinite; e.g., if any state with nonzero probability provides a residual capacity of zero on the link of interest, any finite data rate on that link will produce infinite expected delay. 7 Our miniproduct-form model, which incorporates dynamic system behavior, only requires that the offered data traffic be less than the expected residual capacity, and does not require that any transceivers be reserved for the exclusive use of data.
A crude data-traffic model
For each voice-call admission-control policy, we can compute the expected residual capacity at every link by means of the product-form solution. If we make the obviously inaccurate approximation that the data packets at link (a,b) are served at the constant rate of the average residual capacity of the link, C ab , the resulting system is an M/D/1 queueing system in which the delay (not including service time) is
Here, ρ = λ/µ, where λ is the Poisson data-packet arrival rate and µ = 1/(time-slot duration) = C ab .
This delay model is deficient in several ways. Most significant is the implicit assumption that µ, the data-packet service rate at link (a,b), is constant at the expected residual-capacity value C ab (the fact that C ab is not, in general, integer-valued is a minor point here), whereas the number of transceivers available in the real system varies, based on the voice state. Thus datapacket queue sizes may increase rapidly when the voice-call occupancy is high and decrease rapidly when it is low. This model also ignores the duration of voice calls 8 and hence the statistics of the amount of time spent in each voice-occupancy system state. Despite the poor predictive quality of this delay estimate (see Section 6.2), we have found that this model performs surprisingly well as a method for ordinal optimization, i.e., for the ranking of the voice-call admission-control policies with respect to the achieved average data delay computed under this model; in fact, the resultant ranking was in almost perfect agreement with the ranking found by extensive accurate simulations (which do not make the M/D/1 approximation) [12] . However, our objective in the present report is to improve the quality of the actual delay estimate.
The high complexity of the exact Markovian model and the inaccuracy of the approximate models discussed in this section point to the need for the development of accurate and practical models for delay performance. Such models must address the time-varying nature of the residual capacity, without being too complex for feasible computations. In Section 4 we discuss the development of such a model.
Improved approximate models
The use of the exact Markovian model discussed in Section 3.1 is impractical because of its high dimensionality, which results from the need to track the voice-call state throughout the network while evaluating data-packet delay at a single link of interest. The system state at the link of interest is given by {R(k), V(k)}, in which the voice state V(k) (for a system with J voice circuits) is a J-dimensional first-order Markov chain. In this section we discuss an approximate model in which a three-dimensional first-order Markov chain, which we refer to as the "miniproduct-form" model, is used to describe the voice-call state at any link in the network, resulting in a practical methodology for performance evaluation. Our model is similar in principle to the well-known reduced-load approximate models [15, 16, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , which we discuss in Section 4.2. However, we demonstrate in Section 6 that our mini-product-form model is generally more accurate than a time-varying model based on the reduced-load approximation.
The mini-product-form model
Our objective is to find a description of the voice-call process on the link of interest that is simpler than that provided by the J-dimensional V(k), but yet maintains a high degree of accuracy. In doing so, we have developed an approximate model in which we consider each link separately, in terms of both voice and data traffic. The objective is to characterize the timevarying capacity available for data traffic over each such link, while taking into account the effects of voice traffic throughout the entire network. In particular, the voice traffic carried by the two nodes that form the link of interest (nodes a and b) must be modeled. The traffic supported by these nodes is the superposition of the traffic carried by all circuits passing through them. The throughput actually delivered by each of these circuits is generally less than the offered traffic level because of blocking, both at the nodes of interest and at other nodes. In recent years a number of "reduced-load" approximations have been developed to account for blocking at other links or nodes in the network. These are based on the assumption that blocking occurs independently at each node, an assumption that is asymptotically accurate for large networks with a large number of transceivers per node and a large number of call types, where the ratio of traffic to capacity is kept fixed. We discuss the application of reduced-load approximations to our problem in Section 4.2. But first we develop our mini-product-form model, which is the main contribution of this report.
Consider a link defined by node pair ab, as shown in Fig. 1 , where nodes a and b have T a
and T b transceivers, respectively. The flexibility of wireless communications, in the sense that a transceiver can form a link with any of its neighbors that also have an available transceiver, eliminates the need to assign a priori any particular neighbor or call type to a transceiver. We define three voice-traffic flows that involve link (a,b) as follows:
f ab = flow passing through both nodes a and b (i.e., the sum of the expected number of calls on all circuits traversing link (a,b), whether terminating or starting at either node a or b or whether continuing through either node in the in-bound or out-bound direction), f a = flow passing through node a but not node b (i.e., the sum of the expected number of calls on all circuits traversing node a, whether terminating, starting, or continuing through that node but not involving node b), f b = flow passing through node b but not node a.
These flows would be artificial and useless in a wired network. They are very real and useful, however, in the context of a wireless network because they provide a way to distinguish between the time-average number of transceivers at each node dedicated to service link (a,b) and those assigned to service calls that simply go through nodes a or b without traversing link (a,b).
Note that the total flow through node a is then f ab + f a , and the expected residual capacity at node a is T a -(f ab + f a ). Thus we can consider a three-dimensional voice state description of these two nodes at any time instant given by x = {x a , x b , x ab }, where
x ab = number of voice calls currently passing through both nodes a and b, x a = number of voice calls currently passing through node a but not node b, x b = number of voice calls currently passing through node b but not node a.
Note that the total number of calls currently passing through node a is x ab + x a , and the instantaneous residual capacity of node a is T a -(x ab + x a ).
Unfortunately, the random process x is not Markovian. The arrival processes associated with the three flows are not Poisson because of blocking in the network. However, we make the approximation that these flows are characterized by Poisson arrival processes, at rates chosen to match the traffic levels in the overall network. In doing so we are, in effect, approximating the distribution of the interarrival times for the voice traffic on a given link by its maximum entropy estimate [29] . As in the overall network, calls may be blocked because of a lack of resources or because of the control policy. This two-node three-flow system (under the Poisson arrival assumption) is also a product-form system, and we refer to it as our "mini-product-form" model.
By focusing on the immediate neighborhood of two nodes, we attempt to capture some of the interactions that complicate the network behavior.
We conjecture that the behavior of the mini-product-form network associated with nodes a and b closely approximates the behavior of nodes a and b in the overall network, provided that appropriate system parameters are chosen. In particular, our objective is to find the offered , , ) as those of the product-form solution for the network as a whole operating under the offered load r = {ρ 1 , …, ρ J }. Here we discuss the simple iterative procedure we have developed to determine the offered load ′ ρ ρ , and in Section 6 we demonstrate that the mini-product-form does, indeed, provide a good characterization of system behavior.
Flow-Matching Algorithm:
Guess initial values for ′ ρ ρ .
Repeat until (error < ε): This algorithm converges rapidly to provide accurate values for ′ ρ ρ . For example, Figure   2 shows the number of iterations that were required for our iterative procedure to converge; the example considered is that of link (5,13) in the network of Fig. 3 , which will be discussed in Section 6. The figure shows that the number of iterations required to converge to within ε of the 9 Use of ε = 10 -5 results in values of r¢ that differ from those for ε = 10 -6 only in the third or fourth decimal place. Thus although the product-form solution is normally used to characterize equilibrium behavior, we use it as the basis for our dynamic time-varying model. By matching the traffic flows, we attempt to capture some of the effects of blocking at remote nodes. Once the values of ′ ρ a , ′ ρ b , and ′ ρ ab are determined, the time-varying behavior of the voice-call link occupancy can be determined by numerical solution of the resulting three-dimensional Markov chain for the mini-product-form network by following the procedure outlined in Section 3.1 for the overall network. Doing so is considerably easier than solving the J-dimensional Markov chain for the overall network, particularly when the number of call types is large.
A potential limitation of the mini-product-form model is that its use requires the evaluation of the normalization constant associated with the product-form solution, which is computationally intensive for large networks. However, it is anticipated that an acceptable estimate of the voice-call state, from which the parameters for our mini-product-form model can be obtained, can be evaluated by using a reduced-load approximation to obtain the equilibrium state description. In Section 4.2 we discuss the application of the reduced-load approximation in a somewhat unconventional manner to obtain an alternative approximate time-varying model for our network, but show that its performance is inferior to that of our model. In Section 6 we discuss performance results based on the mini-product-form model, and demonstrate its accuracy over a wide range of situations.
Wired vs wireless networks
In developing the mini-product-form model for wireless networks we have been able to exploit the flexibility of wireless communication, which permits a transceiver to form a link with any of its neighboring nodes. This flexibility has permitted the characterization of the voice traffic over the link of interest in terms of a three-flow process. In contrast, the development of accurate models for wired networks is more difficult because of the fixed nature of the network link capacities, as we now explain.
In an attempt to obtain an accurate model for voice-call traffic over individual links in product-form wired networks, we investigated the use of an M/M/m/m queueing model, 10 Specifically, ′ ρ was chosen such that the expected voice-call throughput supported by the link (in isolation, using the M/M/m/m model) was equal to that which is generated by the overall product-form solution, which characterizes global network performance. Although this model performed well in some cases, errors were typically much larger than those obtained by using the mini-product-form solution for wireless networks.
It is not surprising that the mini-product-form solution for wireless networks performs 
A reduced-load model
The "reduced-load" model has been proposed for the evaluation of traffic statistics at individual links or nodes in multihop circuit-switched product-form networks [15, 16, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . If there were no blocking in the network, the average load offered to a node would be simply the sum of the offered load on each circuit that uses the node. That is,
, where β a = {circuits that use node a}, ρ j = λ j /µ j is the offered load on circuit j and ′ ρ a is the average load offered to node a. However, as a result of resource limitations (e.g., a finite number of transceivers) or admission-control policies, the load offered to a node can be "thinned" or reduced by blocking at other nodes. The reduced-load approximation estimates the thinned average offered load at a node in such a network by making the assumption that blocking occurs independently at each node so that the estimated offered load at node a is
where the product is taken over all nodes l that are elements of circuit j except node a, and P l b n ( ) is the probability of blocking at node l. Thus, the product term represents the probability of call acceptance. The remaining difficulty is calculating P l b n ( ) . Typically a method of repeated substitution is used to solve the Erlang loss formula
where T l is the number of transceivers at node l.
For comparison purposes, we have used the reduced-load approximation to estimate the load ′ ρ a that should be offered to a node in isolation to yield the same statistics as would have been seen at node a operating as an element of the whole network. For relatively small networks, we can calculate the product-form solution for the network to obtain exact values of circuit blocking probability (denoted P j b c ( ) for circuit j) and node blocking probability (denoted P a b n ( ) for node a), thus eliminating the need to use repeated substitution. 11 Based on the independence assumption used in this method, we observe that
We then use Eq. Following that, we can compute the state occupancy distribution π(y a ) for node a in isolation since it has the product-form given by where y a , the total number of calls currently passing through node a, is equal to x a + x ab in the mini-product-form model, as defined earlier. 12 To obtain our reduced-load estimate of the statistics of link (a,b) in a wireless network, we make the further approximation that the state occupancy distributions π(y a ) and π(y b ) are independent, i.e., that π(y a , y b ) = π(y a ) π(y b ). 13 The residual capacity available for data on link 
A further simplification of the model
Although T  T  T  T  T  T  1  2 2  3  6  3   3  2   13  6  1 where D max is the value at which the data-packet queue size is truncated in the numerical evaluation. At high throughput levels we have used values of D max as great as 1000 to maintain the accuracy of the calculations. This dimensionality limits the applicability of the mini-productform solution to relatively small problems.
We make the observation that the data-packet queueing process on link (a,b) depends on the voice-call process only through the residual capacity C ab available for data, which at any given time is
where the time dependence of C ab , x a , x b , and x ab has been suppressed to simplify the notation.
The advantage of describing the voice-call state in terms of the residual capacity is that the number of states is reduced to T + 1. 14 Unfortunately, C ab is not Markovian; if it were, a complete description of the state of the link could then be given by the pair {R, C ab }, i.e., a pair consisting of the number of data packets in the queue and the residual capacity. However, in our approximate model, we make the assumption that indeed C ab is first-order Markovian. Under this assumption, the transition probability matrix for C ab can be obtained numerically from the three-dimensional voice-state description x = {x a , x b , x ab }, which we approximated to be firstorder Markovian in our derivation of the mini-product-form model (by assuming that the three flows are Poisson processes). The derivation proceeds as follows.
Each element of the transition probability matrix for C ab can be written as
where c represents C ab at slot k and ′ c represents C ab at slot k+1. The denominator, Pr(c = C), is obtained from the equilibrium distribution for x (i.e., Pr(x = X)) by summing the probabilities of each three-dimensional voice state that corresponds to the value c = C. The equilibrium distribution for x is obtained by raising the transition probability matrix for x to a sufficiently high power. The numerator is obtained from the joint equilibrium distribution of x at two consecutive time slots, where
Numerical results, discussed in Section 6, show that this approximate model is slightly optimistic. At low throughput rates it produces expected queue sizes approximately 2% lower than that of the mini-product-form model. At high throughputs (high enough to produce expected queue sizes of 30 packets) the discrepancy is typically less than 10%. Furthermore, if the highly accurate results supplied by the three-dimensional model are needed, the speed of the calculation may be increased by using the one-dimensional model to obtain an initial condition for the much-slower three-dimensional model's calculation. Data-packet delay results based on this model are discussed in Section 6.2. 
Performance results
We have applied the mini-product-form model to examples such as the 24-node network shown in Fig. 3 . The shaded lines in the figure show the J = 10 voice circuits that we considered. 15 In this section we discuss the accuracy of the mini-product-form model in characterizing both the voice process and the data-packet delay. In all examples, we assume the use of an "uncontrolled" system, i.e., voice calls are admitted as long as transceivers are available to support them.
Accuracy of the mini-product-form model characterization of the voice process
Here we evaluate the mini-product-form characterization of the voice process on the circled links in Fig. 3 . Clearly, data-packet delay depends strongly on the residual capacity C ab .
For the case of T a = T b = T, we consider the complement of residual capacity, namely,
Based on Eq. (2), we can rewrite this expression as
and we can interpret x as the effective number of voice calls that are currently being supported by link (a,b). In the remainder of this report we refer to x as the "state" since it is closely related to the voice state x = {x a , x b , x ab } defined earlier. First, we use the product-form solution to obtain π(x), the equilibrium distribution of x. We also evaluate the first and second moments of the "state-visit duration," E{t(x)} and E{t 2 (x)} respectively, i.e., the time spent in each state x.
These quantities are evaluated by means of simulations of the entire network, the mini-productform network, and the reduced-load approximation discussed in Section 4.2. Although such timing estimates are not used explicitly in our delay evaluation, it appears clear that an accurate characterization of the time-varying behavior of the voice process is a necessary component of a good data-packet delay model.
In Fig. 4 , 16 we compare the exact state-occupancy distribution of link (5,13) of our example 24-node network (computed by means of the product-form solution) to those computed by using the reduced-load approximation and the mini-product-form model estimate. Link (5,13) is centrally located and serves five voice circuits. We considered values of ρ ranging from 1 to 12 ( ρ ρ j V = , j = 1, …, 10) for the case of T = 8 transceivers per node. In Fig. 4(a) , the plot of probability mass functions (pmf's) shows that the mini-product-form model yields a curve that is very close to the exact one; the two curves can be distinguished only for larger values of ρ at state x = 8 (at which point C 5,13 = 0). The probability mass from the reduced-load approximation is generally shifted to the right of the exact result, thus predicting lower residual capacity. 16 In our plots we use continuous curves to represent discrete quantities to allow easy comparison. To evaluate the accuracy of the pmf, we consider the error percentage and weighted error percentage as follows:
where ˜( ) π x is the estimated (either by the mini-product-form model or by the reduced load approximation) probability of being in state x. We limit our discussion of performance results to the case of the weighted measure because relatively high percentage errors in infrequently visited states are not expected to have a significant impact on overall system performance. Figure 4(b) shows that the mini-product-form model delivers a more accurate estimate than the reduced-load approximation. With the mini-product-form model, the weighted error percentage generally increases with offered load (ρ). Apparently this is so because contention for resources increases with increasing load, thus causing blocking that cannot be anticipated by the mini-product-form model. Although there is not perfect agreement, the mini-product-form model does provide a good estimate of the state occupancy distribution on link (5,13) ; the weighted error percentage shows that the states where there is a large error are, in fact, infrequently visited. Figure 5 shows the voice-call blocking probability on link (5,13) and the average voicecall blocking probability for the overall network (where the average is taken over each call type).
For the present case of T = 8 transceivers at each node, the blocking probability is about 0.5 or greater for ρ ≥ 4. Thus our results for ρ ≥ 4 represent operation in a regime of high blocking probability. We continue our evaluation of the mini-product-form model of link (5, 13) in Fig. 6 , where we plot the state-occupancy distribution ( Fig. 6(a) ) and the weighted error percentage In Fig. 7 we compare the first and second moments (E{t(x)} and E t x { ( )} 2 respectively) of the state-visit duration obtained from simulations of the entire network (with eight transceivers per node, and various ρ values), of the mini-product-form network, and of a "reduced-load network" (i.e., a two node, two flow network, where the loads offered to the two flows are at the rate given by the reduced-load approximation). Here again we see that the mini-product-form delivers more-accurate estimates than the reduced-load approximation. 17 To evaluate the accuracy of the mini-product-form and reduced-load models we have evaluated mean error percentages and mean weighted error percentages for state-visit durations as follows: To reduce the possibility of artificially inflating the probability of visiting these states, the initial state in the simulations was two calls per circuit (rather than starting from the empty state). The simulations were run until 10 6 voice-call arrivals had occurred. In Fig. 7 (a) the plot is divided by a stairstep line on π(x) = 10 -3 ; estimates on the left side of this line are based on fewer than 10 3 samples, and are therefore subject to larger sampling error. In Fig. 8 , we summarize the accuracy of the mini-product-form model and the reducedload-approximation estimates of the expected state-visit duration by plotting the mean error percentage ( Fig. 8 (a) ) and the mean weighted error percentage ( Fig. 8 (b) ) as ρ varies from 1 to 12. The figure shows that the mini-product-form model delivers significantly more accurate estimates than the reduced-load approximation. Note that, in terms of mean weighted error percentage, the mini-product-form model is relatively insensitive to the network load, whereas the accuracy of the reduced-load approximation decreases rapidly with increasing load. circuits; link (6, 8) , a peripheral link that serves four circuits; link (1,4), a link that serves five circuits; and link (5, 14) , a centrally located link that serves eight circuits, but has f ab = 0. In these figures we show the mean weighted error percentage for the state-occupancy distribution (Fig. 9) , and the first and second moments of the expected state-visit duration (Fig. 10) . The results shown in Figs. 9 and 10 suggest that the mini-product-form model is more accurate when applied to links that serve many voice circuits. For example, the mini-productform characterization of the statistics for links (15, 16) and (1,2) is generally less accurate than that of the other links. These support only three circuits each. In addition, flow f b on the miniproduct-form model of link (15, 16) is zero. The results also show that, as we noted in our detailed study of link (5, 13) , the accuracy tends to decrease as the offered load is increased. 
Data-packet delay evaluation
Data-packet delay has been evaluated using the models discussed in this report. As Figure 11 shows that the mini-product-form model accurately predicts data-packet delay over link (5, 13) at low-through-moderate utilization ranges. Although the accuracy is not as good at high utilization, the mini-product-form model appears to provide a relatively close upper bound on delay, which becomes looser as λ ab approaches C ab . Especially significant is the fact that the results for the one-dimensional Markov model are virtually indistinguishable from those of the simulated mini-product-form model, thus demonstrating that the reduction in complexity does not come at the expense of a significant loss in accuracy. 18 By contrast, the reduced-load approximation results in large errors, severely overestimating delay at moderate to high utilization rates. 19 As expected, the M/D/1 model provides a very poor (and extremely optimistic) estimate of delay. The poor performance of the M/D/1 model is easily explained;
since the expected voice-call duration is much greater than the data-packet length, the system can remain in a state with low instantaneous residual capacity for a significant period of time, during which the data-packet queue can grow to large values; such behavior is not predicted by the M/D/1 model. Figure 12 shows that the mini-product-form model overestimates the delay for link (1, 2) .
Although the accuracy of this estimate is not as good as that obtained for link (5, 13) , it is much better than that provided by either the M/D/1 or reduced-load models. The fact that the miniproduct-form model is more accurate for link (5,13) than for link (1,2) is consistent with the discussion pertaining to Figs. 9 and 10.
Data-packet queue-size distribution
As noted earlier, our delay values have been obtained by means of Little's formula, which relates the expected packet delay to expected queue size. We have also examined the distribution 18 Although results for the one-dimensional Markov model are not currently available for data-packet arrival rates greater than 1.0, the simulated mini-product-form results demonstrate the accuracy of the mini-product-form approach for higher data rates as well. 19 These results are representative in the sense that the mini-product-form model generally performs better than the reduced-load model. Although the reduced-load model does provide smaller errors for some voice-state occupancies for some links under particular loading considerations (see Fig. 4(b) ), in all of the examples we have studied, the mini-product-form model produces a more-accurate estimate of data-packet delay over the entire range of datatraffic arrival rate.
of queue size (rather than just its first moment) in an effort to understand better the delay performance. Figure 13 shows the distribution of queue size 20 for the example corresponding to Fig. 11(a) , namely the case of link (5,13) with ρ V = 2 and an expected voice-call duration of 100 times that of data packets, for data-packet arrival rates of λ d = 0.1, 0.33, and 0.5 packets per time slot. These results have been obtained numerically using the one-dimensional Markovian model.
A modified logarithmic scale has been used for the horizontal axis to illustrate better the behavior for small values of queue size.
Figure 13(a) shows that for λ d = 0.1, the queue is empty almost half of the time and contains at most one packet about 60% of the time. However, the probability mass at higher values is sufficient to cause significant delay, as compared to the results predicted by the M/D/1 model. As λ d increases, the probability mass shifts away from the empty queue. However, it is interesting to note that the two most likely queue sizes are still 0 and 1 for data rates at least as high as 0.5 (a relatively high data rate based on the expected residual capacity of 0.64). In all three curves, there is significant probability mass located at much greater queue sizes than the expected value, which results in a large variance of queue size. In fact, the standard deviation of the queue length is greater than its expected value, as shown in Table 1 . The large values of the first two moments of queue size can be attributed principally to the fact that the expected voicecall duration is much greater than the data packet duration, resulting in intervals during which the data-packet queue size can grow to large values, as discussed earlier. For this reason, the datapacket array size used in the numerical evaluation of the Markov chain must be sufficiently large so that significant probability mass is not lost. Fig. 11(a) .
Conclusions
A major challenge in the development of networking models is the attainment of a sufficient degree of accuracy under the constraint of acceptable levels of complexity. For example, an exact model for the evaluation of data-packet delay in integrated wireless networks (under the assumptions made in this report) requires a J+1 dimensional, first-order Markov chain, where J is the number of distinct voice circuits. The resulting combinatorial explosion in the size of the state space makes this exact approach infeasible, except for extremely small problems. On the other hand, our simplest model for delay, the M/D/1 model, is based on the assumption that the residual capacity available for voice is constant at its expected value. Our studies have demonstrated that, not surprisingly, such a model predicts unacceptably optimistic estimates of delay (by several orders of magnitude for typical system parameters). We have also addressed the possible use of a quasi-static model, which is based on the fact that the voice state changes much more slowly than the data state because the expected voice-call duration is typically several orders of magnitude greater than the data-packet duration. However, we have noted that such models predict infinite delay whenever the offered data-packet load is greater than the residual capacity in any voice state with nonzero probability. Thus such models are of no practical use in estimating delay unless sufficient capacity is reserved for the exclusive use of data.
In this report we have introduced a "mini-product-form" model for the evaluation of expected data-packet delay in integrated multihop wireless networks. In this model, an approximate three-dimensional Markovian model is used to characterize the time-varying voice process at any link of interest, resulting in significant reduction in complexity over the exact system model. In addition, we have developed a simplified one-dimensional characterization of the voice process, which very closely approximates the three-dimensional model. Most importantly, we have demonstrated, although preliminarily, that both of these models can provide accurate delay estimates that also happen to be bounds, at least for certain networking examples. Further work is needed to establish the applicability of our models to more-general scenarios.
Both the mini-product-form model and its simplified one-dimensional version represent a compromise between the complexity and accuracy of the exact Markovian model and the simplicity but inaccuracy of the M/D/1 model. They provide better accuracy than the alternative model that is based on the reduced-load approximation, which makes the inaccurate assumption that the voice state at a node is independent of the voice state at its neighboring nodes. Our models are certainly not the final word on the development of delay models. These efforts represent a modest step toward the development of a universally applicable methodology for delay evaluation. It is hoped that they will serve as the basis for the development of simpler, but acceptably accurate, models that can facilitate the evaluation of system performance in larger networks and in more general scenarios.
